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What does VSIDS Compute?

What is VSIDS?

A more precise question: What problem does VSIDS solve?

After many attempts, I conceptualized that VSIDS is a
function that ranks variables according to their “importance”
in a SAT instance + learnt clauses

The word “ranking” led me to Google PageRank and
Eigenvector Centrality

Question: Is the computational problem addressed by VSIDS a
variation of PageRank or eigenvector centrality?
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Preliminaries: A Brief Overview of VSIDS

VSIDS is a branching heuristic for modern CDCL SAT solvers

Dynamically “ranks” variables according to some “order”

Has 2 parts

Bumping Variables in the conflict clause increase in
ranking additively

Sat4j and MiniSAT variant: “Increases the
activity of all variables occuring in clauses used
in the conflict analysis, not just variables of the
final conflict clause” [1]

Decaying Variables decrease in ranking exponentially over
time

This presentation is about Sat4j and MiniSAT’s VSIDS variant
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Preliminaries: Eigenvector Centrality
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An influential variable has lots of neighbours (quantity) and
they are influential as well (quality)
Eigenvector centrality is the mathematical model for many
ranking/recommendation functions like Google PageRank,
HITS, SALSA,...
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Preliminaries: Timed Eigenvector Centrality
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An influential node has lots of neighbours (quantity) and they
are influential as well (quality), and the connecting edges are
recent
Inspired by Timed PageRank for publication search in a
citation graph [2]
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Timed Eigenvector Centrality (TEC) is a Good Model for
VSIDS

THE HYPOTHESES:

Highest-ranked VSIDS variable is also highly ranked by TEC
computation

The closer the code of VSIDS to approximate TEC code, the
better the branching and faster the solver
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The Experimental Setup

Ran all 100 instances from the 2010 SAT Race with Sat4j

Sat4j was modified to compute the (timed) eigenvector
centrality (TEC) every 1000 iterations

An iteration (of the main loop of the solver) is defined as
either a decision

The TEC is computed on the variable incidence graph of the
learnt clauses

Timeout of 5 hours1 and 5000MB of heap space

1The competition sets the timeout to 15 minutes for the 2010 SAT Race
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The Experimental Setup

Measurements

Dump the TEC rankings of all variables every 1000 iterations

Dump the top VSIDS variable every 1000 iterations

Comparison: Where is the top VSIDS variable in the TEC
rankings

Result Interpretation

If the top VSIDS-variable corresponds to the top variable
computed by TEC, then that is excellent. If it is top 1%
percentile it is good, and so on.
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Experiment: VSIDS vs Timed Eigenvector

Dump VSIDS top-ranked var and TEC rankings per 1000 iters

Compare top activity unassigned variable with TEC rankings
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Experiment: VSIDS vs Timed Eigenvector

Dump VSIDS top-ranked var and TEC rankings per 1000 iters

Compare top activity unassigned variable with TEC rankings
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Experiment: VSIDS vs Timed Eigenvector

VSIDS top-var in top 100 vars in TEC rankings
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Sat4j/MiniSAT Variant vs Vanilla VSIDS

Sat4j and MiniSAT bumps all the variables leading to the
conflict

Corresponds more tightly to approximate code for TEC than
original VSIDS

Original VSIDS bumps only the variables in the final learned
clause

Corresponds to degree centrality of the variable incidence graph

Sat4j variant is known to be better than vanilla VSIDS
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Previous Work and Comparison

Related Work:

Recent work by Katsirelos and Simon2 shows that variables
selected by VSIDS have high eigenvector centrality

Computed once on the preprocessed instance

Differences:

Our graph construction is based on asserting clauses

We compute eigenvector centrality dynamically as the solver
progresses, as opposed to only once at the begining

Also, we are comparing against timed eigenvector centrality,
which models decay better that vanilla eigenvector centrality

2Eigenvector centrality in industrial SAT instances
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Summary

To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first model for
VSIDS

And the model is: VSIDS is an approximate technique to
compute TEC of the graph of learnt clauses

Experimental results show tight correspondence in the
dynamic rankings over real-world instances

Preliminary code correspondence between TEC and VSIDS
suggests that studying TEC may lead to better branching
heuristics
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Conclusions and Next Steps

We have suggested an answer for “What is VSIDS” question

Next question: Why is VSIDS a good heuristic?

Why recent learnt clauses are more important?

Do older learnt clauses get “absorbed”, just like older
non-cited papers are in some sense already absorbed and not
that important anymore?

We believe that we can use TEC to create a better branching
heuristic

It is possible that all the mathematical tools developed to
understand rankings can be useful in improving our
understanding of CDCL SAT solvers
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